Abstract-Lung cancer is the leading cause of cancer-related death worldwide, and early diagnosis is critical to improving patient outcomes. To diagnose cancer, a highly trained pulmonologist must navigate a flexible bronchoscope deep into the branched structure of the lung for biopsy. The biopsy fails to sample the target tissue in 26-33% of cases largely because of poor registration with the preoperative CT map. To improve intraoperative registration, we develop two deep learning approaches to localize the bronchoscope in the preoperative CT map based on the bronchoscopic video in real-time, called AirwayNet and BifurcationNet. The networks are trained entirely on simulated images derived from the patient-specific CT. When evaluated on recorded bronchoscopy videos in a phantom lung, AirwayNet outperforms other deep learning localization algorithms with an area under the precision-recall curve of 0.97. Using AirwayNet, we demonstrate autonomous driving in the phantom lung based on video feedback alone. The robot reaches four targets in the left and right lungs in 95% of the trials. On recorded videos in eight human cadaver lungs, AirwayNet achieves areas under the precision-recall curve ranging from 0.82 to 0.997.
I. INTRODUCTION
D IAGNOSING lung cancer, the leading cause of cancerrelated death world-wide, at an early stage significantly improves patient outcomes [1] . Physicians biopsy potentially cancerous nodules in the lung by manually driving long, flexible bronchoscopes through the patient's airways, shown in Fig. 1 . This minimally invasive approach is preferred when the nodule is accessible, given the lower complication rates (2.2% vs 20.5%) compared to transthoracic needle biopsy [2] , [3] .
Before the bronchoscopy, the physician selects biopsy targets in the lung's computed tomography (CT) scan. During the bronchoscopy, the physician maps the feedback from the bronchoscope (2D image) to the CT (3D map). This process is called localization [4] . With accurate localization information, a physician can select the correct airways leading to the biopsy targets.
Recently, robotic endoscopy systems have been developed to further aid the physician in reaching the target [5] . If the localization were sufficiently precise, a closed-loop control
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Generations: 1 2 3 4 5+ Fig. 1 . In A, a path through a preoperative lung CT is shown toward the site of a potential tumor. Images shown were rendered along the path to demonstrate what the physician would see as they move through the generations of the lung. The branching structure of the lung is represented in a lower dimensional skeletal tree based on the airway centerlines and the junctions between them, usually bifurcations. In B, a robotic bronchoscope (Auris Health, Inc.) is shown and the distal monocular camera used for visualizing the airways is highlighted.
system could drive the bronchoscope without human intervention. Autonomous driving may improve localization by keeping clear view of the airways and bifurcations. It could also allow for de-skilling standard bronchoscopies, potentially reducing the cost of the procedure with a single pulmonologist monitoring multiple simultaneous procedures. Many sensing modalities can assist in localization, including a distal electromagnetic (EM) position sensor. After registration to the preoperative CT of the patient's chest, the position sensor can enable GPS-like directions on the road map to the target site [6] . In these navigated bronchoscopies, the diagnostic yield varies across institutions, ranging from 67-74% [2] , [7] . Using electromagnetic navigation, the authors , passes through a trained CNN (ResNet-18) and outputs the airway characteristics for every airway in the lung skeleton. If the identified airway hasV isChild and the children airways isV is are consistent with the lung skeleton, the estimated positionxt is backed out from the measurement. demonstrated closed-loop control of a robotic bronchoscope in a precisely registered phantom lung [8] . Additionally, techniques like fluoroscopy, radial ultrasound probes, and alternative endoscopic sensors (Raman spectroscopy, confocal, etc.) have been developed to further improve diagnostic yield [7] . We chose to focus on advancing image-based approaches since cameras are the cheapest and most prevalent sensor for bronchoscopies, the local camera frame information is robust to breathing disturbances, and the information can be integrated with other modalities.
A localization algorithm must satisfy two requirements to aid decision-making: 1. it must accurately localize the bronchoscope and 2. it must operate in sufficiently real-time to enable closed-loop control. Several groups have developed image-based localization algorithms by comparing the bronchoscopic images to simulated images; however, these methods usually register images inefficiently at around 1-2 Hz and rely on highly realistic rendering [9] , [10] . Methods like SIFT and ORBSLAM have been used, but the airways have insufficient features and tracked features often drop out [11] , [12] . Anatomical landmarks have been tracked, like bifurcations [13] , lumen centers [14] , centerline paths [15] , or similar image regions [16] , but these approaches may not operate in real-time and tend make assumptions about the airway geometries using traditional computer vision techniques.
Because of the difficulties traditional computer vision techniques face in this task, we decided to explore a deep learning approach. Using convolutional neural networks (CNN) to estimate the position and orientation of objects has been shown in many contexts, including for human posture and objects in a robotic hand [17] , [18] . The KITTI dataset is a large, high quality dataset to improve visual-based localization methods for autonomous cars [19] , and the top performing algorithms use variations of CNNs to process the visual information. In the lung domain, Visentini-Scarzanella et al. and used a CNN to estimate the depth map of 2D images in a phantom lung, which could then be registered to the 3D map, but localization is not reported [12] . In our previous work, we used a CNN to localize a bronchoscope in real-time by predicting the offset between the camera image and a rendering at the expected position [20] . This approach, called OffsetNet, showed 1.4 mm accuracy on a phantom lung sequence, but it fails to track other sequences.
In this work, we contribute two image-based deep-learning approaches, called AirwayNet and BifurcationNet, that localize a bronchoscope in the lung CT frame. We evaluate the approaches on a dataset recorded from a silicone phantom lung. AirwayNet consistently tracked the bronchoscopic video in real time after training on simulated images generated from the preoperative scan of the phantom lung. Additionally, we demonstrate autonomous driving in the phantom lung using AirwayNet. After training on simulated images alone, the system reached 4 targets in the lung with a 95% success rate. To the authors' knowledge, this is the first demonstration of image-based closed-loop control of a robotic bronchoscope. Finally, we evaluate AirwayNet on a dataset recorded from bronchoscopies in eight human cadaver lungs. Fig. 2 , at every step in the localization task, an image from the bronchoscope, I
II. METHOD Shown in
cam xt , at time t from the position, x t , is input to the localization algorithm. The algorithm outputs the set of visible airways and their positions and orientations, y t , with respect to camera frame. If a bifurcation is visible, airway information is used to calculate the 6 degree of freedom (DOF) location of the bronchoscope in CT frame,x t . AirwayNet is described in detail below, while BifurcationNet is described in the Appendix.
A. Network Architecture
AirwayNet consists of a deep residual convolutional network (CNN) and a single fully connected layer, which produces the output of size 500 × 7. The residual parts of our network implement the 18-layer architecture described in He [22] . The CNN is implemented in Tensorflow, version 1.9 [23] .
Each row of the CNN output corresponds to a unique airway, i, in the CT, denoted by Airway ID in Fig. 2 , and the seven associated properties, y (i) . There are 2 visibility booleans, isV is and hasV isChild. The measure y
isV is is true if any point along the airway centerline is visible, meaning the point lies within the field of view of the camera (60
• ) and within the max visibility distance (set to 3 cm). The measure y , in camera frame. The total number of rows is a hyperparameter set as an upper limit to the number of possible airways in the lung, which was set to 500 to keep the dimensions the same for each lung tested.
For all experiments, AirwayNet models are trained on an NVIDIA Titan X GPU for 60k steps using Adam optimization (β 1 = 0.9, β 2 = 0.999, = 10 −8 ) to minimize a weighted L2 loss function on the airway positions and angles and a sigmoid cross entropy loss on the classification of the airways.
The hyperparameters, c, are manually set to balance the classification and regression losses as well as to include a depth scaling to weigh the loss on nearby airways more heavily than distant airways. The regression losses are only incurred when airway i is visible. The parameters set for all training in this paper are c 1 = 2, c 2 = 2, c 3 = 1, c 4 = 10, c 5 = 0.1, c 6 = 6, c 7 = 0.2. The relationship between position and rotation errors are set according to a 1 mm:5.7
• (10 mm:1 rad) ratio, which roughly relates to the fact that a 5.7
• e d angle error results in an error of 1 mm for a location 10 mm in front of the camera.
As a comparison to AirwayNet, two other deep learning algorithms, OffsetNet and BifurcationNet, are evaluated on the phantom lung tracking test, shown in Fig. 7 . OffsetNet predicts the 6DOF offset between the bronchscopic image and the simulated image at the expected location in the lung [20] . It is comprised of two 34-layer ResNets followed by a fully connected layer. BifurcationNet, described in detail in the Appendix, shares the same architecture of AirwayNet, but it outputs information about the visible airways without classifying them based on the CT. It relies on a novel particle filter to match the visible airways to airways in the CT.
B. Datasets
The I cam images in the tracking experiment ( Fig. 7 ) are recorded by teleoperating a robotic bronchoscope (Monarch Platform, Auris Health Inc.) for 30 minutes in a phantom lung (Koken Co.), covering 3-8 generations of both lungs. The phantom lung is encased in silicone to better represent the material properties of the lung, shown in Fig. 3A . The images are manually registered to CT frame using the same method as [20] . Example images are shown in In the driving experiments (Fig. 8) , the images are fed to AirwayNet in real-time.
In the human cadaver localization experiments, the I In the top row, example I cam images taken within one of the eight human cadaver lung by the bronchoscope are shown. In the bottom row, the I rsim images are rendered at the same locations as the example I cam images. The I rsim images are shown with patch and stripe randomization. These images are shown in color to highlight the effect, however they would be grayscaled and normalized before being used in training.
shown in Fig. 10 . We exclude cadaver sequences in which the preoperative CT scan geometry deviated significantly from the geometry visible in the I cam images. Example images are shown in Fig. 5 .
All I rsim images used for training AirwayNet are rendered using PyOpenGL and a 3D lung STL from a segmented CT scan of the phantom lung (Monarch Platform, Auris Health Inc.) [20] , [24] . The rendering and domain randomization parameters match Sganga et al. [20] . Images are rendered at 60 Hz on a PC with no accelerations. All images were grayscaled and per-image normalized.
For the tracking experiments in the phantom lung shown in Fig. 7 , each algorithm is trained on 202835 simulated images. The positions of the images are uniformly distributed in translation (8 mm diameter), direction (±23
• ), and roll (±23
• ) around the labeled positions of the recorded data. Five simulated images are generated around each labeled image position.
In the driving experiment shown in Fig. 8 , the same network trained for the tracking experiment is used. For the repeated driving test, shown in Fig. 9 , a dataset of simulated images is generated for each target and a unique model is trained on each dataset. The positions of the images are distributed around the trajectory a simulated bronchoscope took as it navigated to each target. For targets 1-4, models are trained on 136250, 113500, 120000, and 122750 simulated images respectively. The image positions follow the same uniform distribution above.
When AirwayNet is trained on human cadaver lungs scans, 50 simulated images are generated around each labeled image position according to the same uniform distribution. Additional domain randomization is incorporated in the training sets to account for the lungs' textured appearance. The additional randomization consists of varying the surface color of the virtual lung in random patches and stripes. Fig. 5 shows examples of these randomizations before the images were grayscaled and normalized. For the patches, random RGB color variations are assigned to randomly sized and spaced sets of vertices in the underlying STL. For the stripes, a sine wave of randomized spatial frequency (uniform from 1 mm to 20 mm) radiating from a randomly selected lung vertex determines the magnitude of a random color to add to the lung vertices. Half of all simulated images are modified with color patches, and half are modified with stripes. Images can be modified with both color randomizations.
C. Closed-loop Motion Control
In the driving task, the planned trajectory to a given target consists of a list of airway ID's the robot is expected to see sequentially. The robot follows a given airway until it reaches within 1.5 cm of the airway's distal bifurcation and the next airway in the trajectory is visible. The motion controller consists of a proportional gain controller on the desired view angle (α, β), which is calculated based on the projection of the target airway to a point 1.5 cm in front of the camera. This distance is a manually set hyperparameter. The insertion rate scales linearly based on the error in view angle. Once Target 1 is reached, the planned trajectory is adjusted for Target 2. This trajectory, however, starts at the trachea, like the first target's trajectory. To handle this situation and situations where the algorithm loses sight of the airways, the control loop reverses the insertion and aims the view angle towards the nearest visible airway until an airway on the new trajectory becomes visible. The motion controller is shown below. The proportional gain k is set to 0.5, the max insertion velocity, v ins , is set to 10 mm/s, and the max direction error, e max , is set to 90
• .
III. RESULTS
On a laptop PC with a 2.70 GHz CPU, the localization algorithm ran at an average of 53.4 Hz, while the bronchoscope receives images at a rate of 25-30 Hz.
A. Localization in Phantom Lung
The tracking performance is measured along several dimensions to provide a detailed view of the how the localization would relate to driving decisions. Since successful navigation critically depends on identifying airways, the results emphasize the F1 score, which is the harmonic mean of precision and recall, on visible airways. The F1 score is broken down by each airway to show how performance is affected as the bronchoscope moves deeper into the branched structure. The precision-recall curves averaged over all airways provides a high-level sense of the algorithm's performance. The mean distance in position, direction, and roll between the labeled point, x t , and the estimated position of the bronchoscope in CT frame,x t , is shown for when a bifurcation is visible and is correctly labeled.
In Fig. 7 , three deep learning algorithms are evaluated on 13 recorded bronchoscopic videos through the phantom lung. Each video starts in the trachea and ends at a target airway four to eight generations deep. As a comparison to AirwayNet, we show the performance of OffsetNet and BifurcationNet. Because OffsetNet and BifurcationNet do not assign relative probability to the airways, single precision and recall values are shown rather than the full precisionrecall curve. AirwayNet evaluated with a threshold of 0 on its classification outputs is highlighted for comparison. On all metrics, including precision and recall on airways and the tracking errors e p and e d , AirwayNet outperforms OffsetNet and BifurcationNet.
B. Closed-Loop Control in Phantom Lung
A trained AirwayNet enables closed-loop control of the robot, shown in Fig. 8 . For the driving task, two targets are selected for the robot to reach sequentially. After reaching the first target, the robot reverses until it sees the next set of target airways. The path driven to both targets is shown in Fig. 8 , as well the same analysis performed in Fig. 7 . The control loop for this task is shown in Fig. 6 . The model used for this experiment is the same as the AirwayNet model evaluated in Fig. 7 . The loop operates at 48 Hz for this experiment.
To evaluate the consistency of the driving performance, four targets are selected to reach in repeated trials. The robot starts each trial in the trachea, and five trials are run sequentially on each target before moving to the next. The experiments are run on the same bronchoscope on the same day. The robot successfully reaches the target on 19 out of 20 trials. In three successful trials, the robot recovers after losing sight of the target airway. In these situations, the robot recovers by backing up until it recognizes airways on the trajectory again. The single failure case involves a failed recovery attempt. When attempting to reach target three, the robot runs too close to the wall, loses sight of the airway, and after backing up, runs back into the wall.
C. Localization in Human Cadaver Lungs
Similar to the localization task in Fig. 7 , AirwayNet's tracking performance is evaluated on 19 recorded sequences in eight human cadaver lungs, shown in Fig. 10 . The areas under the curve for each of the cadavers range from 0.82 to 0.997. The performance varies between cadavers and targets. Despite the difference in domain from the simulated images, I
sim , AirwayNet successfully identifies the majority of airways in the lungs. In Table II , the area under the curve for each cadaver is shown for models trained with and without domain randomization. Averaged across the eight lungs, the domain randomization increased the areas under the curved by 0.17. 
IV. DISCUSSION
This work demonstrates that training a deep neural network on simulated images alone can enable autonomous driving of a bronchoscope in a phantom lung. AirwayNet tracks bronchoscopic videos in a phantom lung and in human cadaver lungs accurately and in real-time. Given the similarity of airways, the result that a simple classifier with no contextual information can consistently identify airways is unexpected. The performance of this algorithm is sufficiently precise and real-time to allow for autonomous driving. It also demonstrates how domain randomization can bridge the domain gap between simulated images and human cadaver lung images.
As shown in Fig. 7 , the performance of three deep learning architectures varies widely. AirwayNet outperforms both OffsetNet and BifurcationNet. OffsetNet's fragility was discussed by the authors in [20] . It relies heavily on its expected Closed-Loop Driving in Phantom Lung Fig. 8 . Closed-loop control of the robotic bronchoscope is shown using AirwayNet, trained on I rsim . The robot drives to two targets sequentially. Left, the position of the robot at each time step and the two targets it reached. The entire sequence lasted 79 seconds, and the control loop operated at 48 Hz. Center, the same analysis as Fig. 7 is shown.
position. When that expectation deviates from the true position, its estimates fail to recover on average. BifucationNet combines airway feature extraction and knowledge of its state in a particle filter to better handle the task. BifurcationNet's formulation matches the authors' intuitive understanding of how humans navigate the lung, and while it outperforms OffsetNet, it performs worse than AirwayNet. BifurcationNet struggles due to two main reasons. First, BifurcationNet's particle filter is sensitive to estimates from previous frames, so incorrectly classifying airways makes future predictions more difficult. AirwayNet, on the other hand, does not require a particle filter and does not factor previous estimates into the current estimate, so mistakes are limited to the specific frame.
Second, to classify an airway, AirwayNet can leverage all the information in image space, while BifurcationNet uses only 7 airway characteristics plus insertion and state history. The image space information evidently makes up for the seemingly harder task of classifying airways without prior context. As shown in Fig. 7 , AirwayNet begins to struggle in later generations. We believe two factors contribute to this: the CT scan's fidelity decreases deeper in the lung because the termination of airways creates visual artifacts, and we trained the network on fewer images in the periphery. One approach that can improve the network's performance in the periphery is to limit its training set to a sparse set of peripheral airways. In lung cancer biopsies, the target is known preoperatively; Repeated Driving in Phantom Lung therefore, a model can be trained to a specific target, which decreases the complexity of the problem. This type of training was implemented in the repeated driving experiment, shown in Fig. 9 . Given the tracking performance in the phantom lung, we chose to pursue autonomous driving with AirwayNet. Using the same model shown in Fig. 7 , the system is able to identify the airways along its planned trajectory and command the heading angle toward the airway centerlines. To demonstrate the flexibility of the system, a second target is selected when the robot successfully reaches the first target. The second target requires the robot to retract through the lung until it identifies an airway on its new trajectory. While Fig. 8 shows the robot successfully reach two distant targets, the analysis of the localization performance shows slightly worse localization performance than in Fig. 7 . This may be related to label fidelity and the robot driving to poses that were less frequently simulated in training.
To evaluate driving consistency, we ran a repeated driving experiment, shown in Fig. 9 . By reaching the target in 19 of 20 trials, the system demonstrates it can reliably reach targets in the phantom lung. The network architecture's ability to recover from lost localization is demonstrated in the three trials that involve the robot backing out of a particular orientation with no localization information. Given the stochasticity of the network output, each trial involves a slightly different paths, which is why the recovered robots can successfully reach targets on their second attempts. The control loop unexpectedly ran at only 10 Hz on these trials. The firmware on the robot was different than the firmware used for the experiment in Fig. 8 , and this likely affected the speed, as the localization and motion control algorithms were shown to run at >50 Hz in other experiments.
Extending the results from the phantom lung to human cadaver lungs requires updating the domain randomization to include coloring the lung with random patches and stripes. The results in cadavers provides evidence that this technique may be used for driving in cadavers and potentially live humans. In fact, live human lungs are often healthier and their appearance may match the simulated images better, which would improve the network's performance.
There are several limitations to this approach. AirwayNet is highly dependent on the the CT scan's fidelity to the underlying anatomy. While it demonstrates the ability to handle the deformation caused by controlled respiration in the cadavers, significant deformations would likely impact the algorithm's accuracy. The algorithm would also struggle when the view is occluded due to fluid or collapsed peripheral airways. Additionally, the variance between cadavers is a concern when deploying the algorithm for autonomous driving in cadavers and live pigs. The algorithm demonstrates the ability to recover from situations with limited vision, but the localization can be made more robust by integrating information from other sensors like the insertion depth and EM position sensors.
This work demonstrates the feasibility of autonomous control of a minimally invasive surgical robot. Autonomy may offer advantages in surgery beyond matching human performance by allowing the physician to focus on higher level decision making and enabling physicians to monitor operations on multiple patients in parallel [25] .
V. CONCLUSION
This work introduces a novel deep learning localization algorithm, evaluates it in a phantom lung and human cadaver lungs, and demonstrates autonomous driving in the phantom lung. Future work will investigate the localization performance in live human data and driving performance in human cadavers and live pigs. APPENDIX BIFURCATIONNET OVERVIEW Shown in Fig. 11 , at every step in the localization task, an image from the bronchoscope, I
cam xt , at time t from the position, x t , and the current absolute robot insertion (mm), i t , is provided to the localization algorithm and the algorithm outputs a 6 degree of freedom (DOF) location estimate in CT frame,x t , along with the set of visible airways and their positions and orientations,ŷ t , with respect to camera frame. A particle filter assigns the camera frame airways,ŷ t , to the CT airways,ŷ t .
Similar to AirwayNet, BifurcationNet identifies a set of common characteristics for the visible airways in each image. Each airway is characterized through 2 visibility measures, isV is if the airway is visible and hasV isChild if the airway's bifurcation is visible. For each airway, the networks regress the camera frame position (x, y, z) of the furthest point on the airway and its angle (α, β) . BifurcationNet outputs the airway characteristics of up to four visible airways into a novel particle filter that classifies the airways based on the most probable airways in the CT map, shown in Fig. 11 .
Bifurcation net shares the 18-layer Resnet architecture, like AirwayNet, and it is trained using the same Adam optimization and loss function. Localization in Human Cadaver Lungs Fig. 10 . AirwayNet, trained on I rsim , is shown in 13 independent tracking tasks in eight cadaver lungs. Left, the F1 score in classifying airways is shown in color for each airway the bronchoscope saw. The number of frames with each airway visible is represented in the line thickness. Right, the precision-recall curve is shown averaged across all airways. Below, the tracking analysis shows the error in position, direction and roll for the frames when the airways of a bifurcation were correctly labeled by the algorithm. The CNN also outputs the camera frame position (x, y, z) in mm of the furthest visible point of the airway, which corresponds to the bifurcation when it is visible, and (α, β) representing the XY Z Euler angles for camera frame angle about X and Y, respectively. The 4 airways are ordered based on the position proximity to the camera and angle of the airway. The particle filter compares how this measurement relates to the most likely bifurcations based on the previous state and the current insertion from the robot, finding the posterior probability of each particle. The bifurcation with the highest posterior probability is selected and used to calculatext. This is fed into the particle filter on the next time step.
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Particle Filter
The key feature of BifurcationNet is the novel particle filter used to pair the visible airways, y, with the airways in the underlying CT, y. When a bifurcation is visible and at least two children airways are visible, the particle filter determines the probability the measurement fits a given CT bifurcation, y (i) . The particle filter also calculates the prior probability of seeing that CT bifurcation and compares it to n other candidate bifurcations. For all experiments shown, 3 particles were used. With the measurement probability and the prior probability, the filter calculates the posterior probability of the bronchoscope seeing a given particle bifurcation, p(x t |ỹ (i) ,ŷ t ). In the work shown here, three bifurcations with the highest prior probability were compared. The filter assigns the bifurcation with the maximum posterior probability to the visible airways and uses that assignment to calculate the estimated bronchoscope position,x t . Each step is detailed below. Measurement Probability: the probability an observation matches a given bifurcation in the CT, p f it , is based on how well the children airways align with the expected airways once the bifurcation point and the parent airway direction is aligned with the CT. To resolve the roll about the parent axis, the different child airway assignments to the underlying CT bifurcation were permuted and compared. For a given airway assignment, the optimal roll about the parent axis was calculated by minimizing the weighted average of the airway angle offsets. The probability of the fit is calculated based on a Gaussian distribution over the cosine angle difference between the measured child airway directions and CT airway directions. 
